
North Under 16 Football Final 
 

Nenagh fight back to claim U16 North title       

Nenagh Eire Og 2-11  Newport 3-6 
  Nenagh Eire Og produced a stirring second half comeback to claim the North Tipperary U16 A title in Portroe on 
Monday evening.  

   Newport looked the more comfortable in possession and had the opening two points through Cian Flanagan and a 
Kealen Floyd free. In contrast Eire Og were disjointed but midfielder Shane Hennessy did finally show the way on ten 
minutes setting up Brian Flynn for a point. It was to be one of only two Nenagh would manage in the half, the second a 
good finish from the lively Dylan Walsh.  
   In Michael Quigley Newport had a willing target man at full forward and much of their good work went   through him. 
He claimed Newport’s third point before he rattled the crossbar after a flowing move through the heart of the Nenagh 
defence. Luckily Daniel Carew was on hand to coolly convert the rebound.  
   Cian Flanagan and Liam Duffy added two more points as Newport swept forward in waves, marshalled expertly by 
Conor Floyd at centre back and well supported by Jordan Young and Martin Shinnors on the flanks.  
   Nenagh could feel hard done by when Gerald Mitchell was adjudged to have been in the square when his shot hit 
the net. There was no such uncertainty when Newport’s Liam Duffy found   the net moments later when he finished a 
driving run with a classy finish to the top corner. The same player grabbed another two fine points before the whistle to 
open up a ten point lead for the lads from the banks of the Mulcair.          Nenagh’s management team can take great 
credit for their side’s second half comeback. Some astute switches reaped instant rewards when subs Adam Carey 
and Aaron Hogan combined with Hogan fisting to the net to begin the fightback within minutes of the restart.  
   Phillip Hickey was released forward from his wing back berth and he finished well from a line ball in by Peter O 
Reilly to narrow the gap to six points. With the wind at their backs and Andrew Coffey and Shane Hennessy dominant 
around the middle Newport were forced onto the back foot.  
   However in the tenth minute Newport broke from defence and Kealan Floyd fed Daniel Carew. He wisely choose not 
to pick and raced   toward the Nenagh goal before beating Brian Tuite with a lacklustre shot. Significantly it would be 
his side’s final score of the game.   
   Patiently Nenagh stuck to the task and landed points from Aaron Hogan and Conor Ryan (two) who was beginning 
to dominate.  
   Andrew Coffey pushed forward and showed some good touches to land two points back to back to reduce the lead 
to four but with time fading Nenagh still had plenty to do. Step forward Conor Ryan who landed a goal and a point in a 
classy two minute cameo to tie up the game.  
   As the heavens opened a draw looked a fair result but Nenagh weren’t content as there was still time for Coffey to 
land a lovely point following a determined run and a super free from Ryan to put the result beyond doubt.  

Newport Team: 
Killian O'Donnell, Harry Reid, Robert Houlihan, Matthew Connolly, Jordan Young, Conor Floyd, Martin Shinners, 
Kealan Floyd (0-1), Liam Duffy (1-2), Daniel Carew (2-0), Brian McAuliffe, Conor Hickey, Jack Delahunty (0-1), 
Michael Quigley (0-1), Cian Flanagan (0-1). 
Kevin Connolly, for Kealan Floyd, Brian Hogan for Harry Reid. 

 
  

 


